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Dr. M. SANTHIRAMUDU 

I am happy to hear 
Engineering
magazine in a sixth 
provide an opportunity for the staff and students to showcase 
their talents in technical writing.I sincerely appreciate and 
congratulate the Principal, the editorial team and the students 
of the department for th
magazine.

     
 
Mr. M. SIVARAM 

I am delighted to hear 
TECHNEX 
platform for both the faculty and the students to 
knowledge.
magazine would bring out the latent talent of everyone.
appreciating and recognizing the hard work of the editors and the 
magazine committee in bringing out the magazine and in wishing 
them success in their endeavor.

 
 

Dr. M. V. SUBRAMANYAM 
 Today, Department of 
SREC has grown in all directions and has become a distinguished 
center for modern learning. This magazine provides a platform for 
students and staff to share information, spread the latest technical 
knowledge and cultivate right ways that will equip al

competent in our respective fields of study and 

 

 
MR.J.DAVID SUKEERTHI KUMAR

It is my pleasure to congratulate the team that has taken the 
initiative for producing 
definitely be an inspiration and motivation for all students and staff 
to contribute even more to the forthcoming issues.On this occasion I 
would like to say that the 
creates engineers wi
understanding of technical fundamentals. 
 

Managing Director’s Message

MESSAGES 
 
 

I am happy to hear  that Department of Computer Science & 
Engineering of SREC is coming out with the an
magazine in a sixth  consecutive year.Efforts such as this will 
provide an opportunity for the staff and students to showcase 
their talents in technical writing.I sincerely appreciate and 
congratulate the Principal, the editorial team and the students 
of the department for their unrelenting efforts in compiling this 
magazine.  

    

I am delighted to hear  that our college is bringing out 
 , yearly magazine for this academic year. It is a nice 

platform for both the faculty and the students to 
. I hope that this would be an ongoing process and the 

magazine would bring out the latent talent of everyone.
ng and recognizing the hard work of the editors and the 

magazine committee in bringing out the magazine and in wishing 
them success in their endeavor. 

Today, Department of Computer Science 
SREC has grown in all directions and has become a distinguished 
center for modern learning. This magazine provides a platform for 
students and staff to share information, spread the latest technical 
knowledge and cultivate right ways that will equip al

competent in our respective fields of study and research

MR.J.DAVID SUKEERTHI KUMAR 
It is my pleasure to congratulate the team that has taken the 

initiative for producing TECHNEX. Reading this magazine would 
definitely be an inspiration and motivation for all students and staff 
to contribute even more to the forthcoming issues.On this occasion I 
would like to say that the Computer ScienceEngineering department 
creates engineers with dynamism, smartness and in
understanding of technical fundamentals.  
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Computer Science &  
of SREC is coming out with the annual college 

consecutive year.Efforts such as this will 
provide an opportunity for the staff and students to showcase 
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congratulate the Principal, the editorial team and the students 

eir unrelenting efforts in compiling this 

that our college is bringing out 
, yearly magazine for this academic year. It is a nice 

platform for both the faculty and the students to explore their 
hope that this would be an ongoing process and the 

magazine would bring out the latent talent of everyone. I am  
ng and recognizing the hard work of the editors and the 

magazine committee in bringing out the magazine and in wishing 

Science Engineering of 
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center for modern learning. This magazine provides a platform for 
students and staff to share information, spread the latest technical 
knowledge and cultivate right ways that will equip all of us to stay 
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ABOUT DEPARTMENT 
 

Recognizing the overwhelming demand for computer engineering, the Institute started 

a 4 year B.Tech course in Computer Science and Engineering in the year 2007 with an 

intake of 60 students and the intake currently raised to 120.The department has 16 

highly qualified and committed faculties, all of them have a rich experience in teaching, 

dedication towards the pursuit of academic excellence and they are specialized in 

diverging areas of technology like Computer Networks, Data Mining, Network Security, 

Cloud Computing and Artificial Intelligence etc. The Department of CSE continues to 

recruit teachers with rich experience in academics, industry, and research and supports 

them providing superior research facilities.The Department has interaction with 

industries which have a high reputation and track record.  It also has tie-ups with well-

known associations like CSI, faculty and students have regular 

interactions together. The department has well-equipped computer laboratories and a 

rich repository of software covering a wide spectrum of applications. In total there exists 

a network of 350 computers with internet facility for teaching, research and 

administration purposes. The other features include projectors to bring a sense of live 

class environment and for seminars; UPS for uninterrupted use during the power cuts; 

air condition etc. 

 

Department Vision 

 

    To Produce “Creators of Novel Technologies” 

 

Department Mission 

1. Producing quality graduates trained in the latest tools and technologies and 

striving to make India a world leader in software and hardware products and 

services.  

2. To achieve academic excellence in Computer Science Engineering by imparting in-

depth knowledge among the students, facilitating research activities and cater to 

the ever-changing industrial demands and societal needs.   

3. We envision our students have excellent engineers not only in the field of science 

and technology but also in good citizenship and discipline our commitment lies in 

producing comprehensive knowledge seekers and human individuals, capable of 

building a strong and developed nation. 

  

 



ARTICLES 
 

 

Faculty Article  

 

A self-protecting agents based model for high-

performance mobile-cloud computing 

Mobile-cloud computing (MCC) allows devices with resource and battery limitations to 

achieve computation-intensive tasks in real-time. While this new paradigm of computing 

seems beneficial for real-time mobile computing, existing MCC models mainly rely on 

keeping full clones of program code at remote sites and unstandardized/uninteroperable 

environments, hampering wider adoption. Moreover, the security risks arising from 

offloading data and code to an untrusted platform and the computational overhead 

introduced by complex security mechanisms stand as deterrents for adoption of MCC at 

large. Here we present a context-dependent computation-offloading model for MCC, 

which is based on application segments packed into autonomous agents. This approach 

only requires isolated execution containers in the cloud to provide a runtime 

environment for the agents, and minimal involvement of the mobile platform during the 

computation process. The agents in the proposed model are able to protect themselves 

from tampering using integrity-check pointing and an authenticated encryption-based 

communication mechanism. Experiments with two mobile applications demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the approach for high-performance, secure MCC. 

Benefits of mobile cloud computing:  

One of the major advantages of mobile cloud computing is that you can access your data 

from anywhere in the world, using any mobile device that is connected to the Internet. 

 Real time data availability: Mobile cloud computing provides access to data in real time 

whenever and wherever wanted.   

Unlike traditional application models, mobile cloud computing is supported on many 

different platforms.  

Cloud applications accessed by mobile devices usually have minimal or no upfront cost. 

Most applications use a pay as you go model.  



Student Article 
 

Project Loon-A revolution in network system 

 

Now-a-days the internet playing an important role in our life. It may be with or without 

our permission. Even though after leaving the institutions , schools and etc we need to 

access with the internet. It may be a problem to the rural and remote areas people to 

access with internet. All this conflicts will be solved by the project loon. It (refers to loon) 

is the one of innovative project of the Google in 2011. It has being in develop and 

research state. It will provide the internet access to the rural and remote control areas.   

In this project, the Booleans which are made up of 3 millimeter thick sheet of 

polyethylene plastic to maintain the constant pressure at any temperature and they are 

12 meters tall, 15 meters in diameter. Solar panels are also hold by the Booleans with 

the batteries. Finally the Booleans are floated into stratosphere. All the Booleans are to 

be rotated with the desired speed.  They will move around the earth for 100 day and 

bring down for maintenance.  This is brief explanation about how the loon-Booleans are 

to be.  

After placing high-altitude balloons in the stratosphere at an altitude of about 18 km to 

25 km, they communicate with dozens of each other to form a mesh. When one of the 

Booleans is relay the signals, it will distribute the signal to all the Booleans like a wifi 

network. Then they will create an aerial (produced by air) wireless network with up to 

4G-LTE speeds. Then those signals will send to the antenna and user can able to access 

the internet by connecting with their antennas. By this the download speed can be reach 

up to 10 megabits per second. So the rural and remote control area peoples can able to 

access the internet connection. This is the functionality of the loon-Booleans. 

The main advantage of the project loon is “to provide the internet access to the rural and 

remote control areas”. By this one of the most abvious avails of the project is the 

“availability of information”. It mean that whatever happened in the rural areas can be 

known to urban areas and whatever happened in the urban areas can be known  to rural 

area very quick.  

      
 
   
   K. SaiBharath Reddy                                        J. Naga Murali Krishna Rao 

 



CONDUCTED PROGRAMS (I-SEM )
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE  
 

 
. 

An International Conference on 14-07-2017 &15-
07-2017. In this Conference best 23 papers are 
presented by   the faculty who were working  in  
various institutions  Dr.RajuBhukya, Assistant 
Professor from National Institute of Technology , 
Warangal acted as a judge for this event 
 
A TECHNICAL QUIZ COMPETITION   

A Technical Quiz competition in   association with 
Computer Society of India on  30/08/2017. 

A ONE – DAY SEMINAR  
 

A one day seminar on Internet of Things (IOT) on 
21-09-2017. For this Seminar Mr. Jaya prakash 
Arjarapu , Principal Software Engineer ,Oracle India 
Private Limited acted as resource person. 
 
 

 

10th NATIONAL LEVEL STUDENTS 
TECHNICAL SYMPOSIUM SIGMA2K17 : 

 
A 10th National Level Technical Symposium-
SIGMA-2k17 on 7th Oct 2017. In This 
symposium the best 40 papers were 
presented by the students of various 
Engineering Colleges.Dr.Srinvas, Professor of   
Puallaiah Engineering College and  Mrs. 
N.RamadeviAssoc.Prof  of Santhiram 
Engineering College , Nandyal  acted as 
judges  for this event. 
 
A ONE DAY WORKSHOP  

 
 
A One Day workshop was organized on 
Entrepreneurship and Emerging 
Technologies and Awareness Program on  
20/10/2017  in association with Computer 
Society of India. For this workshop Mr.Siva 
Shankar and Team Vice President Student 
Relations IB Hubs has acted as Resource 
persons.  
 
 
 
 
 



CONDUCTED PROGARMS (II-SEM) 
 

 A ONE-DAY SEMINAR : 

 
A One Day Seminar on “HOW TO GET INTO 
BIG4”on 17/02/2017. Mr. V.Chanikya, Web 
Developer, Amazon, Bangalore has acted as 
Resource person for this Seminar. This Seminar 
has covered how to improve the interview skills 
and technical skills to attend the BIG4 Companies 
such as Flipkart, Amazon, Google, and Microsoft 

 
A THREE-DAY  WORKSHOP: 

A Three Days workshop on “Block Chain 
Hackathon”   in association with APITA&CSI 
student chapter on 20-02-2018 and 21-02-
2018.For this workshop Mr.Pankaj Diwan , 
managing director of IDEALABS, &  his team , Hi-
Tech city-Hyderabad  acted as knowledge partners 
A ONE-DAY SEMINAR : 

 
A One Day Seminar on “GANTT PROJECT 
TOOL”on 05/03/2017. Mr. P.Bhaskar, Asst.Prof, 
Dept of CSE, SREC has acted as Resource person 
for this Seminar. 

 
 

A ONE DAY INTERNAL PAPER 
PRESENTATION : 

 
A ONE DAY INTERNAL PAPER 
PRESENTATION held on 09-03-2018. In this 
Paper Presentation the best 25 papers were 
presented by the students of Santhiram 
Engineering College   
A THREE-DAY  WORKSHOP ON IOT: 

 
A Three Day Workshop  on  “INTERNET OF 
THINGS” in Association with APIS, IBHUBS 
& CSI Student Chapter From 15th March 
2018 to 17th March 2018. For this workshop 
Mr.Sateesh Anil Kumar, Manager of APIS 
and Mr.Maniaknta, Manager of IBHUBS and 
his team acted as resource persons.  

 A  ONE-DAY SEMINAR    

   
A one day workshop on CYBER 

SECURITY HACKATHON in association with 
Computer Society of India (CSI) and eSF 
Labs Ltd., on 11-04-2018.For this workshop 
Mr. M. Krishna Reddy, Head of security 
services(eSF Labs) and Mr. T. Deepthi 
Kishore, District Development Officer(APITA) 
acted as a resource persons. 



ACHIVEMENTS AND PARTICIPATIONOF STUDENTS 

 Mr.Mummadi Naveen Kumar reddy (15X51A0549) had participated and got 

GOLD MEDAL in  the 3RD HEROES TAEKWONDO INTERNATIONAL 

CHAMPIONSHIP conducted  by Bangkok Thanburi University Bangkok,Thailand on 

5 August 2017. 

 Y.Sai Teja Reddy (16x51a0569) and R.Subba Reddy (16X51A0583)  selected 

and stood as runners from Kurnool distinct   for Natioanl level fencing competition. 

 Mr.K.Surya Narayana (15X51A0594) of III-CSE attended the EFY 

(Electronics For You ) Conference on IOT held on   7-02-2018 to 09-02-2018 at 

KTPO  

 Mr.J.Naga Murali Krishna Rao (16X51A0550) of II-CSE attended BIG DATA 

& HADDOP Workshop at Madanapalle Institute of Technology and Science , 

Chittoor organized by Robokart.com & Innovation-Cell UMIC,IIT Bombay from 16-

02-2018 to 17-02-2018. 

 Mr.K.SaiBharath Reddy (16X51A0560) and Mr.R.Subba Reddy 

(16X51A0583) of II year CSE  presented Paper on  “ Android”  conducted on the 

event of RIPPLE-2K18 CONCURRENCE, at RGMCET ,Nandyal from 09-02-2018 to 

10-02-2018 and secured First prize. 

 V.P. Bharathi (16X51A0505) and M.Priyanka (16X51A0538)  of II CSE had 

presented paper  on “Cloud Based Smart Parking System using IOT”  conducted on 

the event of AAVISKAR-2K18 , at K V Subba Reddy College of Engineering & 

Technology , Kurnool   on 17-02-2018 and secured  Third prize. 

 K.Yamini (16X51A0597) and B.Mrudhula (16X51A0548) of II CSE had 

presented paper on “IOT Approaches Cloud Based on   Smart Car Parking “ 

conducted on the event of PIXEL,at JNTUACEA ,Anathapuramu on 2-03-2018 and 

secured First Prize. 

 K.Mamatha (15X51A0536) and P.Kavya (15X51A0528) of III CSE had 

presented paper on “Haskell Programming “ on the event of RAYONS-2K18, at 

Ravindhra Engineerig Womens College , Kurnool on 23-03-2018 and secured 

Second Prize. 

 Mr.Mummadi Naveen Kumar reddy (15X51A0549) of IIICSE  had 

participated in Volley Ball  in 9th  JNTUA INTERCOLLEGIATE GAMES MEET held 

at ASCET,GUDUR,organized by Audisanakara College of Engineering & Technology, 

Gudur during  30-03-2018 to 01-04-2018. 

 
 



PLACEMENT DETAILS 
 

S.No. 
Student Roll 

Number 
Student Name 

Number of 
Companies 

selected 
Name of the Companies 

1 14X51A0505 V.ARUNA 1 1Point1 

2 14X51A0508 S.BALA KRISHNA 
 
3 

 
1Point1, AllSec Technology, 

YITSOL 

3 14X51A0515 T.ESWAR 1 1Point1 

4 14X51A0518 
P.GANGADHAR 
REDDY 

2 Pathfront  , VeeTechnology 

5 14X51A0521 GUTURU SUSHMA 1 INVENSIS 

6 
14X51A0524 

 
K.HARSHITHA 1 

 
PREVA SYSTEMS 

7 14X51A0528 C.KARISHMA 5 
Maintec,1Point1,Sutherlan
d,AllSecTechnology,Techma

hindra 

8 14X51A0536 
MANISHA 
BHANDARI 

6 
TechMahindra,Fidiles,VeeT
echnology,Globallogic,Genp

act,HGS 

9 14X51A0538 K.MOUNIKA 1 HGS 

10 
14X51A0539 

 
V.NAGAASHRITA 1 All Sec Technology 

11 
14X51A0544 

 
S.PRANITHA 1 VeeTechnology, Sutherland 

12 
14X51A0555 

 
A.MANASA 1 Sutherland 

13 
14X51A0557 

 
B.SANGEETHA 1 VeeTechnology 

14 14X51A0559 
SHAIK SAYEEDA 
MEHJABEEN 

1 Maintec 

15 
14X51A0563 

 
L.V.SRAVANTHI 2 VeeTechnology, Sutherland 

16 14X51A0566 K.S.V.N.LAVANYA 1 AllSec Technology 

17 
14X51A0567 

 
V.SUJATHA 1 VeeTechnology 

18 14X51A0568 
B.V.SUMANTH 
KUMAR 

2 Yitsol,1Point1 

19 14x51a0574 
GURRAM 
VENKATA 
CHAITANYA 

4 
1point1,All Sec Technology 

,maintec,globallogic 

20 14X51A0575 
N.VENKATESWAR
LU 

2 1Point1,Triangle Universe 

21 14X51A0578 
PARUCHURU 
YESWANTH SAI 

1 1Point1 

22 13X51A0502 V.ADI SESHU 1 1Point1 



STUDENT OPINION COLUMN 
 
MANISHA BHANDARI (14X51A0536) IV-B.Tech,CSE 
 
My Opinion on Santhiram Engineering College 
 

 
My college Santhiram Engineering has an excellent greenery, 

structure & look. Students are taught in such a way that 

they get deep knowledge of any concept. 

College has made sure that students get trained properly 

through the Training & Placement classes (which are 

provided from year 1 to year 4). 

The library of my college accommodates the books which has 

tremendous coverage of all subject’s syllabus. 

 

My college not only encourages studies but also pursue the extra circular 

activities such as sports during SPL, SIGMA (Technical Fest), Dept. Club, 

Fresher’s, Farewell where we get opportunity to interact with different people, 

show our talents in different fields & we learn many new things. 

For final year students, placement officer replenish many companies to the college 

from which different students get different experiences in the interview.  

 
 
P.GANGADHAR REDDY (14X51A0518) IV-B.Tech,CSE 

 
My Opinion on Santhiram Engineering College 
 

 
As it is a good joy of learning in this college. Infrastructure of 

the college is very helpful to the students. The faculty in the 

college are very experienced and teach well to students. They 

will share  all there expertise to students. So, that student 

can get the knowledge over the subject.  

The Training Placement Section is also helpful they will get lot 

of placements to the college and can give a better opportunities to the students to 

choice their path in future. The overall Study in this college is very helpful and 

can get the bright future. 

 
                    “A LEADER IS ONE WHO  KNOWS THE WAY , GOES THE WAY, AND SHOWS THE WAY” 



CSE @ NEWS PAPER CUTTINGS

 

 


